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The Benefits of Hypnosis for Deep Healing. 
 
Expert: Sasha Carrion 

  Certified hypnotherapist and mind coach. 
 
Host: Jen Wittman 
 Creator, Your BEST Thyroid Life 
 
 
 
 
The information provided in the following transcript is designed for informational purposes.  
The transcript is not meant to be used, nor should it be used, to diagnose or treat any medical condition. This 
transcript is not intended as a substitute for the medical advice of physicians. The reader should regularly consult a 
physician in matters relating to his/her health and particularly with respect to any symptoms that may require 
diagnosis or medical attention. 
 
 
Jen Wittman:  Welcome back to Your BEST Thyroid Life.  Today we have a really special 
guest; Sasha Carrion who I'll be speaking with about hypnotherapy and healing.  Sasha is a 
certified hypnotherapist and mind coach.  Her reason for becoming a hypnotherapist is a very 
personal one.  At the age of five, her parents disappeared without a trace.  It wouldn’t be until 24 
years later that she would find out the chilling truth of what had happened.  Hypnosis and 
hypnotherapy were the only things that helped relieve Sasha's anxiety and depression.  She now 
focuses on empowering people through hypnotherapy so that they can experience the same kind 
of life-altering changes that she did.  Sasha has now been featured on The Doctor show, the Ricki 
Lake Show – woop-woop – you know, Ricki is my pal; as well as on Spanish-speaking shows.  
Welcome Sasha. 
 
Sasha Carrion:  Hi Jen, how are you? 
 
Jen:  Good, how are you doing?  I am so glad you are here because –  
 
Sasha:  Glad to be with you. 
 
Jen:  – I sought you out years ago when I first learned of my thyroid imbalance and I had seen so 
many different people and wasn’t really sure what to do about it.  So, I was seeking out all kinds 
of "alternative healing treatments."  Somebody suggested, why don’t you see a hypnotherapist?  
Of course, at first I thought like a lot of people did, "Oh, they are gonna sit there with their watch 
and do the thing and they are going to make me bark or quack or something like that; how can 
hypnotherapy help me?"  So, obviously my experience with you was really positive.  We worked 
on hypnotherapy in terms of my antibody count and just my overall stress levels and just on 
healing the thyroid.  So, I wanted to talk about what exactly hypnotherapy is. 
 
Sasha:  Hypnotherapy is a form of hypnosis that is used as a therapeutic tool to retrain the mind 
and body to do whatever it is that you want it to do and it is completely customized to whatever 
the person wants and needs. 
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Jen:  So, it's not the crazy thing; you can't put somebody in a state and make them bark or 
anything like that? 
 
Sasha:  That's right.  There's no mind control, there's no silliness like that.  You always know 
everything that's going on and I explain to you every single step.  It's actually a very relaxing 
experience and you can attest to that. 
 
Jen:  Definitely.  I definitely felt that it was really relaxing and I was surprised how aware I was 
for the part where I didn’t fall asleep because I was so tired and then it was so relaxing.  I was 
like, "I'm just going to Zen out here" but then having the recording and listening to it over and 
over again, really did make an actual difference in my blood test numbers the next time I went 
and got my blood examined. 
 
Sasha:  Yes, the mind is really powerful and the reason why we do hypnotherapy is because 
imagine that there is naturally a barrier that makes it so that not everything gets into our minds 
but unfortunately it also makes it so that the good stuff that we want to get in, that doesn’t get in 
either.  So, what I do is I put a person in a deep state of relaxation because when we do that, it's 
you’re your brain's wavelengths go down, your mind opens up and that creates that window of 
opportunity so we can input all of those positive suggestions.  The reason why we want to do that 
is because that is your mind's hard drive and that is where all of your programs reside and it is 
your subconscious mind that controls your automatic body functions. 
 
Jen:  Which are really important when it comes to having a thyroid imbalance.  So, I know 
personally that I have come to you for a variety of different symptoms; can you share with 
people what kind of symptoms hypnotherapy can be helpful with? 
 
Sasha:  Yes.  Hypnotherapy can help with stress, anxiety, it can help you to be able to cope with 
anything that comes your way and when it comes to healing, those are very key things to get 
down because one of the reasons why we experience physical ailments is because there is some 
form of dis-ease in the mind.  So, our goal is to bring the mind to balance as well as give the 
body positive suggestions, telling the body exactly what you want it to do. 
 
Jen:  Well, that brings up a great point; let's talk about the mind-body connection a little bit.  I 
know you've seen that in play several times in your practice so can you share some stories about 
that with us; like how the mind body work together? 
 
Sasha:  Yes.  I have found that there is this pattern in many people who are suffering physical 
ailments, people who have suffered from a lot of negativity, a lot of trauma maybe in their 
younger years.  What happens is that we have this kind of cell memory and when the mind 
becomes overwhelmed, it has to go somewhere.  So, it goes into the body.  We have a lot of our 
memories and experiences unfortunately sometimes really bad ones that are stored in our body 
and what we can do with hypnotherapy is work to release all that trauma, all that negativity so 
that your body can start functioning the way it needs to.  I'll give you a really good example; I 
once met a woman on a trip to go see the Monarch Butterflies in Mexico and while I was talking 
to her, we kept going back and forth and after a while of talking to her, she started to really feel 
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comfortable with me and she began to open up on the fact that she had this scar on her throat.  
She mentioned to me that she had been married to her husband for decades.  Her kids were 
already adults and she explained to me that she always knew that he had another wife and she 
came to know that he had a whole new family.  Yet, she never told him and she felt that the 
source of her ailment was her not expressing herself.  So, what ended up happening was her 
throat chakra closed up and all that stuff was pent up there and it became a physical ailment to 
where they literally had to remove a tumor out of there.   
 
Jen:  Wow. 
 
Sasha:  So, the mind is completely connected to the body and vice versa; that is why it is so 
important to get at the root of our problems. 
 
Jen:  Yes.  So how do you use hypnotherapy to do that? 
 
Sasha:  So, what I do is I always put my clients in a deep state of relaxation and I give the mind 
suggestions to relax as well as the body to properly function and I'll give you a really good 
example.  A while back ago, I got a call from a teacher and this woman was on a contract and 
she explained to me that she had had this cold and she had gotten sick and unfortunately soon 
after, she had lost her voice.  Now usually when you lose your voice, it comes back but 
unfortunately hers never did and months went by.  She went to two different speech therapists 
and she got so desperate because she thought, "Oh my God, my contract is not going to get 
renewed; I don’t know what I'm going to do."  So, she came in to see me and we started working 
with her and let me tell you, her issue was a very much physical issue.  They had found that her 
larynx had actually moved up a tad and so she was making these kind of screeching sounds.  It 
was pretty bad and so we started working together and you wouldn’t believe it but about a week 
after, the kids that she works with mentioned to her that they could already tell the difference.  
She couldn’t but they could tell already.  A few weeks later, 90% of her voice came back; isn’t 
that amazing?  Now she can totally speak.  The mind is powerful Jen and that's why I love 
hypnotherapy because it is so empowering and it gives you the ability to heal yourself and in 
many cases, many of our issues started when we were younger, when we didn’t have control and 
I feel like having that control in your life and really living life the way you want to really is key 
in healing your thyroid.  When you think about it, for many people what is really happening is 
that your own body is attacking you.  Your body is attacking your thyroid and that is why when I 
give certain suggestions, one of the suggestions that I give is for self-love.  we make it so that we 
send love to your thyroid as well as give those specific suggestions so that your body is able to 
function the way it needs to so that we bring our thyroid to balance, so that it properly secretes 
the right amount of chemicals.  We give you suggestions for energy, for you to be able to cope 
with anything that comes your way, for you feeling happy, balanced, even-keeled; all of those 
suggestions we put in there.  My approach is to put everything including the kitchen sink in there 
and see what happens. 
 
Jen:  So, how do you determine what – when somebody comes in and they see you, with thyroid 
sufferers, we tend to have a similar profile, we are perfectionists, we are type-A people, we are 
care-givers, give-give-give-give and we never really turn that love back on ourselves.  So I'm so 
glad you brought up self-love because the whole thing is loving your body back to health; right?  
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That's is something that we really need to do.  So, if somebody were to come in to a 
hypnotherapist, how do they assess what type of messages need to be dumped in to help heal? 
 
Sasha:  Well, I'm very good at asking many questions because I want to get to the root of the 
problems.  So, I always ask about that person's relationship to herself, how she feels about her 
place in the world, what forms of stress are you experiencing, what was your childhood like.  
Sometimes, when I ask people about their childhood, they look at me like, "Wait, my issue is 
right now; it has nothing to do with my childhood."  People don’t realize that there is always a 
part of our minds that wants to refer to the past and it wants to think, feel and behave based on 
what we have experienced back then.  So, I ask a lot of questions and I type away and I gather as 
much good notes as possible and the moment I start, it's on.  So, I give suggestion after 
suggestion and honestly Jen, even I am surprised at what the mind has been able to do. 
 
Jen:  And I have experienced it personally; it's pretty amazing when you go in and you think that 
you are having such a physical problem but that when you were able to open me up so that I 
could take in the new messaging, and it really comes down to it was more of an emotional 
problem and a finding-my-voice sort of issue that hypnotherapy became really powerful for me 
as a healing tool.  So, where else have you see that?  I know we're here to talk about thyroid but I 
have used it for other things.  So what kind of other issues could somebody come in to talk to a 
hypnotherapist about? 
 
Sasha:  Oh, a slew of them.  So the great thing about hypnotherapy is that it is completely fine-
tuned to whatever you need.  So, I'll give you a really good example.  For me, how I got into this 
was because I was suffering from severe anxiety and depression and I literally had neck and 
shoulder aches, I had headaches and what was interesting Jen was that the moment I started 
working on myself, you wouldn’t believe that, but that all cleared up. 
 
Jen:  Wow. 
 
Sasha:  So, it was really amazing and honestly, that's why I do this line of work because I 
believe in it and I stand behind it and I have seen in myself and my clients what it can do and so I 
highly suggest that people look into hypnotherapy.   
 
Jen:  Well, and you mentioned that you did a hypnotherapy on yourself. 
 
Sasha:  Yes. 
 
Jen:  Talk about that, how can somebody do that at home?  Are there a couple of steps that they 
can do to – let's say tonight I have a headache or I can't sleep, this happens.  So, what would be 
something I could do at home? 
 
Sasha:  When we talk about hypnotherapy, what we are really talking about is a form of self-
hypnosis because even while I am hypnotizing you, it's happening because you are allowing it.  
So, in the same way, you can be hypnotizing yourself and I highly suggest you hypnotize 
yourself every single night Jen and you may remember this from when we were working 
together, but it turns out that whatever you last input into your mind is the first thing that your 
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subconscious mind processes.  So, I highly suggest to our audience that if they don’t receive an 
audio from somebody that they are working with or the hypnotherapist that they are working 
with, that they hypnotize themselves at night.  The way I suggest you do– if you want, I can do a 
little demo. 
 
Jen:  Yes, let's do one. 
 
Sasha:  Perfect; so let's have everybody go ahead and close their eyes.  So, your eyes are now 
closed and your mind is now focused on the sound of my voice with all other sounds just being 
the sounds of everyday life and even those sounds helping you to go deeper and deeper.  Now in 
your mind, imagine and visualize that this beautiful healing light is now flowing into your head 
through your forehead, sending you healing, sending you love, renewing every single cell in your 
being.  Imagine however you do, that at this moment, you are starting to release anything that 
you needed to release and that might include things that you don’t even know you needed to 
release.  So, however you do, just imagine that all that stuff is coming right off of you, letting it 
all go as this feeling of ease and calm begins to flow through you.  Imagine that it flows all the 
way down into your feet, into the bottoms of your feet, covering every part of you.  Feeling calm, 
connected, knowing that no matter what comes your way, you are able to cope with it.  You are 
able to handle it because you are strong.  You are a powerful woman and you are worthy of 
happiness and health.  Yes, you, you are worthy of happiness and health.  You are worthy of you 
getting everything you want and need in life and so you now completely let go of the past 
because your time is now.  Now imagine sending love to your thyroid, sending love to your 
thyroid.  As every part of your being recognizes that your thyroid is a part of you and so any and 
all inflammation goes away.  Your thyroid functions exactly the way it's supposed to function; 
with absolute ease.  You don’t have to think about it in the same way that you don’t have to think 
about your heart functioning, your lungs functioning; every part of you is not brought to balance.  
As you experience this mental clarity, as you find it easy to go about your day-to-day, as you 
find yourself eating normally; blood pressure normal, body temperature, normal; every part of 
you at this moment is being renewed and restored on every level.  In just a moment, I'm going to 
count from five to zero and you may find that with each and every single number, you go even 
deeper.  So, five… four... three... two... one… and zero, deep sleep.  Feeling balanced, feeling 
even-keeled, feeling centered and in your own power with your nervous system functioning 
exactly the way it's supposed to function, with your brain's chemistry level balanced.  Even-
keeled, every part of you healing from this moment on and each and every single time you listen 
to these suggestions, each and every single suggestion that I have given you will be reinforced in 
your mind.  Now, in just a moment, I'm going to count from zero to five and when I get to five, 
you are going to come to full-room awareness and you're going to come back with all of the 
positive suggestions that I have given you.  So zero, feeling your toes; one, feeling your back; 
three, breathing, starting to come back; four, feeling really good about yourself because you have 
every reason to and five, wide awake and feeling great and welcome back. 
 
Jen:  Thank you, oh my goodness.  I need you to move in here and just do this all the time with 
me.   
 
Sasha:  How did that feel?  It's been a while since I hypnotized you.  How did that feel? 
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Jen:  It felt great.  First of all, your voice is so soothing, obviously so it immediately relaxes my 
nervous system just to hear you and then sometimes – I talk about thyroid all the time and I am 
coaching people with it all the time but sometimes, I forget to talk to my thyroid and send it love.  
So, to have that reminder and to be listening to that and when you told to send your thyroid love, 
I just felt like this beam and this huge heart around my thyroid and I just felt it perk up a little bit. 
 
Sasha:  Good. 
 
Jen:  I thought it was amazing and I'm sure the viewers who are experiencing this for the first 
time will want to replay this over and over and over again to really practice it.  Now I remember 
you telling me to listen to it before bed and that was so helpful because A it helped me relax into 
sleep and like you said, the last thing that you download is the first thing that you process.  So, I 
really felt at the time that I was processing all these positive, healthy thoughts for my body and 
really bolstering it up.   
 
Sasha:  Yes and you just brought up a really good point which is the law of repetition.  When it 
comes to the subconscious mind, the more the mind hears something, the more it gets it.  So, the 
more you experience certain things, the more your mind learns, your mind and your body learns 
this new way of being and that's why when I hypnotize people, I always say, "I want you to 
imagine things exactly the way you want it to be."  I want you to really get into it and so the next 
time you listen to this audio and you do that little mini self-hypnosis technique that we just did, I 
want you to really imagine that light healing you and I want you to really want it.  One of the 
things that I always tell people is that you don’t have to believe in hypnotherapy.  I am always 
honest, I always tell people, I know I didn’t and it worked.  Every single time I went in, I got 
better and better.  The mind is powerful and so utilize your imagination, hypnotize yourself at 
night and I highly suggest that if you are able to take just ten minutes in the morning as well, do 
it in the morning.  Set your intent for the day and get yourself ready for the day and hypnotize 
yourself.  Those are two key tips that I can give you. 
 
Jen:  That's great and I want people to understand, you just did that for like two or three minutes, 
the power of it when you are sitting for an hour's session is like baah and then when you come in 
more and more, then you see all of these issues float away because you've really been putting the 
attention and the intention into healing.   
 
Sasha:  Oh exactly; sometimes people walk out and usually one of two things happens.  
Somebody will say, "Oh my God, I feel so relaxed, my body feels so at ease" or sometimes 
people will even experience this feeling of euphoria.   
 
Jen:  Yes. 
 
Sasha:  Because I feel like what's happening is that you are completely centered and in your own 
power.  Every part of you is aligned and that is really what you want in order for you to really 
succeed in life as well as for you to heal.   
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Jen:  Yes, as woo-woo as this may sound to some people, the thing is, it works.  It's very 
practical, it's something you can do at home, it's something you can do with a practitioner and it 
works, it absolutely does. 
 
Sasha:  Yes and one of the things that I think is really important to point out, is that there is no 
hoo-doo voo-doo involved.   
 
Jen:  Right. 
 
Sasha:  We are abiding by certain laws of the subconscious mind and some of my clients include 
doctors.  In fact, I have this one doctor that he sends me his colleagues all the time.  I have one 
client who told her mother about me and her mother saw the success that I have had with her 
daughter.  Her mother is a psychiatrist and she is now referring clients to me. 
 
Jen:  Yes, so it's real.  It's real, people. 
 
Sasha:  It is.  It totally is and Jen I have to thank you for bringing this awareness to a lot of 
people because it could be that many of the people watching this have never heard of this or had 
no idea that this was out there.  For many years, hypnotherapy has been a thing of the elite; it has 
been a thing of royalty as well as celebrities and it's great that everybody else find out about this 
amazing tool. 
 
Jen:  Yes, absolutely.  So, how do people find you and do you work with people virtually or 
remotely and how is that done? 
 
Sasha:  I do in sessions; I do in-office sessions and I also do sessions through Skype as well and 
what I do is that on my end I always record the audio.  It's hands down the most cost-efficient 
way of going about it and it gives that reinforcement that is key and I really suggest a certain 
amount of sessions and then after that we just play it by ear.  From time to time, it might be good 
for the person to come in for a tune-up but other than that, I just see what happens and I  and we 
go from there.  Honestly, the reason why I do that is because there are some people that they get 
what they wanted so quickly and so this is very different from other modes of therapy where you 
have to keep going like a whole decade.  Hypnotherapy is the hands down the most efficient 
thing that I have ever found. 
 
Jen:  Yes. 
 
Sasha:  It's powerful.   
 
Jen:  And it works very quickly because I think when I first came to you, I had two weeks before 
a blood test and I was so worried about my antibody count and I was just like, all right, I am 
going to try this and within two weeks of just listening to that every night, I don’t know when the 
change actually happened but it happened before my next blood test, within that two-week 
period.  So, it's pretty amazing.  So, what is your website so people can find you? 
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Sasha:  It is Sashacarrion.com.  It's pretty much my name and one of the things that I want to 
make sure that I point out is that the results that you get are really based on you.  It's based on 
how much you really want, what you've come in for or what we're working on through Skype; 
that’s the most key thing because I hypnotize a lot of people and I notice when people really get 
those amazing results and I think how did they do that?  It really has to do with the person and 
that's why when people achieve their goals through hypnotherapy, I always applaud them and 
they look at me like, "Wait, you're the one who's been hypnotizing me" and I always explain I 
am merely the humble navigator; it's always you who is really making things happen. 
 
Jen:  It's so true because it's like a placebo effect or a self-fulfilling prophecy.  If you are really 
resistant to any sort of healing modality or you are resistant to taking your medications or 
whatever it is, if you are resisting that for some reason, it won't work for you because you are not 
giving it the space to actually do the work that it needs. 
 
Sasha:  Very true. 
 
Jen:  Well, I want to thank you for talking to us today; this was amazing. 
 
Sasha:  Thank you.   
 
Jen:  It's such a pleasure and thank you for giving us a little taste of what hypnotherapy is.  You 
and I hadn’t really discussed that in too much detail before but I am going to listen to this again 
tonight. 
 
Sasha:  Wonderful.  Well, it's so great being on here and I really hope that this is a great 
incentive for a lot of people to look into hypnotherapy because it's amazing and you won't regret 
it.  You'll be very happy that you did it. 
 
Jen:  So true, thank you.    
 

END OF PRESENTATION 


